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Abstract 
The applied arts, e.g. cups of wine and opium, at the time of Indian Mughal emperors show 
how great their civilization and creativity were. The present paper is an artistic study of these 
cups, their styles at the time of Jahangir and their appropriateness to the function. It also 
investigates the materials used in manufacturing, decorations and the relationship between 
these decorations and the cups' functions. Additionally, it aims to study the philosophy of the 
Mughal emperors in drinking wine, how fond they were of these drinks despite the teachings 
of Islam and the development of drinking wine at the time of Jahangir that the depiction of the 
emperor holding a cup was a well-known phenomenon. Finally, it examines the coins minted 
during Jahangir's era and the symbolism of wine cups and their relations to him in some 
kingly scenes.  
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1. Introduction 

Drinking wine was an important 
aspect of the Mughal-Indian era that it was 
clearly depicted in some Indian manus-
cripts. For example, the era of Jahangir 
showed how fond he was fond of wine 
and opium. He was often depicted holding 
a cup in different scenes, whether manu-

scripts or coins minted at that time. In 
addition, different materials were used in 
their manufacturing to faithfully express 
the development of applied arts in the era 
of Mughal emperors in India, in general, 
and that of Jahangir, in particular. 

 
2. The Philosophy of Mughal�s Interest in Wine Cups 
2.1. Before Jahangir 

Over the different Islamic eras, the 
scenes of drinking wines and the various 
tools and applied artifacts used for this 
purpose were known. For example, princes 
were depicted in wine circles. Therefore, 
wine scenes were executed in Fresco on 
the Abbasid palaces, the Mamluk metal 
artifacts in Egypt and Syria (1250-1517), 
the manuscripts of Mughal Ilkhanate 

(1265-1335), the Persian painting at the 
time of the Timurid rulers (1387/1502) and 
Safavid rulers (1502/1737) depicting wine 
scenes in courts and picnic times that 
reflect the culture of the age [1]. In the 
Mughal era, although drinking wine was 
prohibited by Islam, this culture diss-
eminated that it became an integral part 
of the Mughal court(a) [2]. Many poets 
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of the Persian literature handled wine, 
its drinking and symbolism. Additionally, 
some poems of the Persian literature disc-
ussed the various kinds of wine, they were 
known as alkhamiria [1]. For example, in 
Punjab as well as other Indian provinces, 
many poets discussed wine and dedicated 
full poems to it [3]. At that time, the Sufi 
thought greatly flourished affecting dri-
nking wine. It represented various religious 
rituals, not only drinking. Many historians 
reported the spread of Mysticism in India 
that played a great role in the dissemin-
ation of such customs in the Mughal court, 
as reported by Jahangir in his memories 
[4]. The cups used were not only to drink 
wine but they had a certain symbolism. 
While the cup represented the world, the 
wine was the elixir of life [5]. At that 
time, Sufi poems discussed drinking wine 
as a form of spiritual pleasure that brought 
them closer to Allah. Although wine is 
prohibited in Islam, Allah promised 
believers that they will enjoy pure wine 
that will not make them drunk or sick 
and it has good flavor [6]. To the Sufi as 
well as others, wine symbolizes paradise. 
For example, Sufi poetry reports it as 
ka�s al-ma�abba (the loving cup) [1]. 
Abd Elnabi Fakhr Alzamani was one of 
the most important poets; he visited India 
in 1017 and joined the court of Jahangir 
[7]. Generally, wine spread in India in the 
Mughal era because it was advisable to 
drink wine in cold weather [8]. Drinking 
wine also spread in the Mughal court before 

Jahangir. For example, Babur (1526-1530) 
was fond of wine and was described as 
the great drunk. He used to celebrate 
victory in parties where wine was drunk 
extensively. Furthermore, he used to 
drink before fighting wars [9]. He also had 
a set of wine cups made of precious metals, 
including gold and silver, but they were 
destroyed in his lifetime [10]. Humayun 
(1530-1539) and (1555-1556) was an addict 
of opium as mentioned in his memoir [4]. 
Instead of torturing enemies, He used wine 
for investigations. For example, after seizing 
Champanir, Humanyun knew that Bahadir 
Shah was hiding a treasure. Thus, he ord-
ered his soldiers to make Bahadir Shah 
drunk instead of torture to know the place 
of treasure [9]. Abu Elfadl, the minister, 
reported that Akbar (1556- 1605) was an 
addict of opium and alcoholic [11]. By 
nature, Akbar was a Sufi and loved medita-
tion [11]. He was known to be alcoholic 
from his 18th that he used to drink more 
than 20 cups a day. Roe reported that 
the smell of wine emitted from Akbar's 
court [10]. At his time, the senior statesmen 
drank wine, especially on certain occasions 
and hunting trips [12] and he also drank 
with them [13]. The new legislation that he 
issued included an article that permitted 
wine drinking as it supports the body acc-
ording to the physicians' recommendations. 
He also allowed establishing a shop, near 
the palace, to sell wine that he regulated 
work there and fixed wine prices [9]. 

2.2. Jahangir (1014-1037 H./1605-1628) and his interest in drinking wine 
Jahangir succeeded his father and 

was entitled $O��%DGVKDK� al-Ghazi [14]. He 
was the first Mughal ruler to has the 
title of (Djahngir) or (World-seizer); the 
king of the world. Therefore, he is 
depicted standing on the earth and the 
sun behind the throne [15]. He was fond 
of grandeur and splendor that his proce-
ssion was incredibly magnificent with 
10,0000 horsemen, more than 250,000 
animals, about 500,000 persons, and a 
large number of elephants and predators. 
It extended to 1.5 miles [4]. Although 
Islam prohibited drinking wine, Jahangir 
drank a lot of it [4]. He also liked Sufism, 

mysticism and Alborhamia doctrine [15]. 
He was alcoholic from the age of 18th. 
At the age of 46, he became an opium 
addict. However, he deeply regretted 
the time spent in drinking alcohol or 
opium addiction [16]. On drinking wine, 
he was sobered down although, he was 
sobered up in other times [17]. Later, 
his hands trembled that he was not able 
to drink wine, but with the help of another 
person [18]. He had a famous motto that "I 
wanted only a bottle of wine and a piece 
of meat to keep myself merry" [19]. His 
great love for wine might be attributed 
to the fact that he was brought up and 
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educated by Shiekh Saleem in Sakarya 
near Agra and Jahangir was named after 
him. Jahangir was brought up in an 
environment of Sufism. Sufis used to 

drink wine [20] as they believed that it 
was a great motif to faith and it has a 
special symbolism [21]. 

��
3. Types of Wine in India 

In ancient times, many types of wine 
were known, that were mentioned by 
historians and poets, such as Elbatchreck 
that was made of fermented grapes to 
which sugar was added. Many scholars 
reported that India had known white 
and grape vines that were used to make 
wine [22]. Tastes were carefully graded. 
For example, quince and pomegranate 
provided the best relish with wine [8]. 
Other strong types of wine were also 
known, including those made of grapes 

and sugar cane [19]. Additionally, Ubayd 
Allah ibn Yahya, the minister of Caliph 
al-Mutawakkil (205-247A.H/ 822-861A.D) 
reported that when he visited India, they 
offered him coconut wine [20]. Then, he 
gave the king grape wine. Opium was 
one of the most important plants that 
emperors addicted to. India was famous 
for planting opium and was its second 
most important export after grains to 
the West. It was grown in the valleys of 
Ganges, Punjab and Rajput [23]. 

 
4. Artistic Styles of Jahangir's Wine Cups  

Mughal emperors were fond of wine 
cups and Jahangir was the greatest. Some 
historical resources reported that he 
possessed 50 of them [1]. At his time, 
they took many models: I) Bowl model 
that takes the form of a bowl. The base 
was flat with no handle to hold them, 
but they were gripped from the body 
itself, as if the person is holding a half 
bowl used to drink wine in the different 
Islamic ages, including a cup of dark 
green jade and gilded from outside. It 
was 2.6 cm high and 4.9 cm wide. The 
body as decorated with various geometric 
decorations, taking the form of vertical 
curves that divided the body into 
rectangular parts that were decorated 
with "Jahangir padshaha ibn Akbar" 
(i.e. The King Jahangir son of Akbar). 
Every word was in a part and replicated, 
fig. (1). Another cup that dates back to 
the age of Jahangir was made of green 
jade. It was 7.3 cm high and 12.2 cm 
wide. On the body, a set of floral 
decorations of lotus in high relief. At 
the top, there was a written bar of 
rectangular cartouches of Nastaʿlîq script. 
They were statements of the name of 
Jahangir ibn Akbar and Persian poetry 
to praise drinking wine as the drink of 
life [17]. These lines are translated as: 

�This is the cup of water [of life], 
nourisher of the soul / Of King Jahangir 
[son of] King Akbar.� On the lower part, 
the Hijri date (i.e. 1012; the 7th year of 
Jahangir's reign) was written, fig. (2). 
Other forms were designed like a cup 
with a slightly high base and it had no 
handles. For example, a model was 
made of copper. It was 16.5 cm high 
and 34 cm wide in the National Gallery of 
Modern Art, Mumbai. A set of moldings 
decorated the body from outside. Each 
molding comprised different decorations. 
For example, the middle modeling com-
prised scenes of horsemen trying to hunt 
deer beside the scenes of elephants. They 
were implemented on a ground of floral 
decorations. Other modeling comprised 
Persian writings in Nastaʿlîq script on a 
ground of floral decorations of Persian 
poetry on wine. The whole cup seemed 
to be royal, fig. (3). Some scholars rep-
orted that this piece was probably made 
in Iran because its writings were quoted 
from the well-known sagi-nama poetry 
that was Shiite and was known among 
�Safavids. Although Jahangir was Sunni, 
this cup was a belonging of Nour Jahan, 
his wife, who was Persian originally. 
Whatever the case may be, it was owned 
by Jahangir [17]. Another cup was 
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attributed to Jahangir because of the wri-
tings on the body that was divided into 
rectangular areas. In the middle, there 
were Persian writings that contain the 
name of Jahangir, Persian poetry, and the 
date 1016 H. They stated "By command 
of his majesty, the great khaqan, lord of 
the kings of the world, manifesto of 
divine favors in the offices of Caliphate 
and kingdom, the sun in the firmament 
of the world sovereignty, the moon in 
the sky of justice and felicity, Abu al 
Muzaffar, son of king Akbar, nur ad-din 
Mahmoud Jahangir the emperor, Warrior 
of the Faith, the form of the cup attained 
completion in the year 1016". The upper 
part of the body contained writings in 
cartouches: "The wine of the cup/ of the 
emperor/ of the age/ second [regnal] 
year". At the bottom, the writings were: 
This cup body imbued with spirit - a 
jasmine leaf suffused with [purple] of the 
judas tree. Such statements indicated the 
use of this cup to drink wine. It was made 
of dark-colored jade. It was 5.5 cm high 
and 7.5 cm wide, fig. (4). II) The cup with 
handles that took two forms. The first 
form generally resembled a half bowl 
that was used to drink wine, while the 
other was made of precious stones. For 
example, a cup was made of green jade 
at Victoria and Albert Museum. It was 
3.8 cm high and 8.8 cm wide.  The body 
takes the form of a half bowl which is 
based on a slightly high base. The handle 
started at the top part of the body and 
ended in the middle. Additionally, the 
top part of the body was decorated with 
rectangular cartouches including writings 
in nasta'liq script stating that: "Through 
the World-Conquering Shah, the world 
found order/ Our time became filled with 
light by the radiance of his justice/From 
the reflection of his spinel-colored wine 
may/ The jade cup be forever like a ruby". 
The rectangular cartouches were separated 
by other cartouches that contained the year 
of manufacture, i.e. 1022/1023 H, 8th 
regional year, and the name Sa'ida-ye 
Gilani who was the head of the manufa-
cturer section at the time of Jahangir and 
was specialized in adding the precious 
stones and jade to the artifacts. Conseq- 

uently, he was the manufacturer of the 
cup that was made of jade, fig. (5). The 
second type was carved in the form of 
the leaves of the plant in the form of 
poppy leaves. The handle was shaped 
like a branch that wrapped up the body 
from the bottom and ended with a large 
leaf. The body contained the name 
Jahangir and the year 1017. It was kept 
in a private collection, fig. (6). III) Half 
pumpkin model: Its bases were made in 
the form of foliage with overlapping 
leaves, shaped like a closed tulip that 
was known at that time [5]. For example, 
a cup kept at the Asian Art Museum, 
San Francisco, California had a body 
like a half pumpkin and a small and slightly 
high base. Its handle was a part of the 
body. The cup was held from both the 
body and the handle. It also included 
writings in Persian writings in nasta'liq 
script stating, "Drink at the command of 
God", indicating its use to drink wine. It 
also took the half pumpkin form that 
was the most common form at the time. 
It may be dated back to the time of 
Jahangir, although there is a similar 
artifact with his name and kept at the 
British Museum for many reasons. The 
time of Jahangir witnessed the spread of 
the manufacturing of wine cups and most 
of the other pieces date back to Jahangir. 
This artifact contained Persian writings 
similar to those on the other cups of 
Jahangir. It was made of jade that was the 
most widely used material at his time. 
Jahangir owned 50 cups of jade. Additi-
onally, there were Persian writings in 
nasta'liq script. The name of Shah Jahan 
was engraved on the artifact, fig. (7). It is 
noticed that these styles were greatly 
influenced by the half of the pumpkin 
that was used in different times in drinking 
wine. These pumpkins kept their sugar 
taste for a long time. Using them to drink 
wine added a good taste to the wine. 
This caused the spread of the different 
kinds of pumpkins to long periods in 
drinking wine. The Indian artists were 
affected by these forms. Therefore, diff-
erent forms of cups appeared, especially 
the half pumpkin that was used to drink 
wine. 
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Figure (7) Shows wine cup of green jade, Jahangir 1605-1628, Asian Art Museum, California 

Figure (2) Shows wine cup of dark green 
jade, Jahangir 1605-1628, Museum 
of art, Rohde Island School of 
Design 

 

Figure (1) Shows wine cup of dark green 
jade, Jahangir 1605-1628, Brooklyn 
Museum. Stuart Cary Welch: India 
Art and Culture, pl. 124 

 

Figure (4) Shows wine cup of jade, Jahangir 
1605-1628, Brooklyn Museum. 

Figure (3) Shows wine cup of copper, 
Jahangir 1605-1628, Museum of 
art, Bombay in Waste India, Stuart 
Cary: India Art and pl. 119 

 

Figure (5) Shows wine cup of dark green 
jade, Jahangir1 605-1628, Victoria 
and Albert Museum 

Figure (6) Shows wine cup of jade, Jahangir 
1605-1628, collection of Bharat 
Kala Bhavan. - Stuart Cary Welch: 
India Art and Culture, pl. 124 
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5. Dimensions of The Cups and Their Functionality  
The cups used to drink wine were 

of small sizes, not higher than 17 cm. 
Sometimes, they were smaller; about 2.6 
cm high. Regarding the opening, they 
were 4.9 to 35 cm wide. Usually, their 
height was less than the width. As a 
result, they were of small sizes to fulfill 
a specific function, namely drinking 
wine. Naturally, they were small as the 
wine was not drunk in big cups because 
of their severe impact on the human 
being and the high value of its substances, 
whether wine or opium. Additionally, 
they were made of precious stones that 
were of high value and rare, fig. (8). 
Regarding the parts of the cup, the body 

was the main part and was covered with 
various decorations. In these cups, the 
body was largely affected in the half 
pumpkin that was formerly used in 
drinking wine. As for the handles, some 
cups did not have a handle so they were 
held from the body itself due to their 
small sizes accordingly; they fulfilled 
the required function of the first model. 
The second model contained a handle 
that began at the top and ended in the 
middle. It helped the person to hold the 
cup. In the third model, the handle was 
part of the body. Thus, the cup was 
totally held, not only the handle due to 
the small size of the cup. 
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Figure (8) Shows dimensions of the cups. 
 
6. Materials Used 
Precious stones were one of the most 
widely used materials in manufacturing 
the wine cup of Jahangir. The Mughal rulers 
in India were interested in precious stones, 
which were imported from Kabul. They 
used them in a different form of applied 
arts, especially in the arts in the palaces 
of kings or noblemen [23]. They had a 
high ability to convert precious stones, 
e.g. corundum and jade, into highqua-
lity artifacts. Wine cups were one of the 
art forms used for the emperors as they 
were of the personal belongings of the 
emperor. Some Persian sources report 
that Jahangir was interested in precious 
stones, especially jade, that was used in 
creating many artifacts, including wine 
cups. Some sources reported that Jahangir 
had 500 wine cups of jade [24]. In his 

memoir, Jahangir mentioned that he had 
wine cups of eshime (yashm) and he was 
interested in importing the manufacturers 
of such stones from outside India, showing 
the difficulty of manufacturing these cups 
from jade [25] as they required a high 
effort, skill and difficulty and that the 
Mughal artists were skillful in this industry. 
Additionally, there were various forms 
of multicolor jade in the manufacturing of 
wine cups such as the green jade in fig. (1, 
2, 5 & 7) and the dark jade, fig. (4 & 6). 
During the reign of the Mughal emperors in 
India, various materials were used to make 
wine cups. Vessels were made from metals, 
especially copper and bronze [26]. Copper 
has been known in India for ages. Many 
sources mentioned the importance of 
copper in India and the quality of prod-
ucts that were produced in India from 

8.8cm 

3.8 cm 

12.2 cm 

7.3  cm 
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copper and bronze. For example, Elpones 
reported the quality of copper in India 
and that Indians used copper coins [27]. 
The Mughal emperors in India were 
famous for the production of the artifacts 
from copper, bronze and various metals. 
The artifacts produced by the royal work-
shops were intended for use in the royal 

palaces and the palaces of the nobles 
and the senior statesmen [28]. Cups were 
covered with enamel and they were 
polished and refined in order not to be 
mixed with wine [16]. For example, a cup 
of copper that dated back to the time of 
Jahangir was coated with enamel fig. (3) 

 
7. Cups' Decorations and Their Relation to the Function 
7.1. Written engravings  

Written decorations were of the most 
important decorations on these cups. 
Artists applied the high relief writings 
to the applied artifacts, while low relief 
writings [29]. Such inscription was exe-
cuted on the body in both low and high 
relief, figs. (1, 2 & 4). They played an 
important role in the decoration of cups 
at that time and were mostly made of 
the metal artifacts from outside due to 
their function. They took the forms of 
cartouches or decorative bands. Persian 
writings were in nasta'liq script and they 
had different contents. A) In praise of 
wine Some Persian poetry that appeared 
on the Indian metal artifacts [30]. Such 
writings, known as sagi-nama, sometimes 
appeared at the top of the cooper wine 
cup's body, fig. (3). Other writings were 
on the body of the cup that was made of 
dark jade. They were in praise of wine and 
describing it as the food of the soul, fig. 
(4). On another cup, the writings stated: 
"drink at the command of God", fig. 
(7). It is noted that these writings were 
directly related to the function of the 
cup that was intended to drink wine or 
opium. Therefore, these phrases encourage 
drinkers to drink these wines and reme-
mber them of its benefits. B) In praise of 
Jahangir some writings also included 
the name of Jahangir and praised him. 
For example, on the body of a jade cup, 

a statement with the name Jahangir and 
son of Akbar was engraved, fig. (1). On 
other writings, poetry praised Jahangir and 
his morals and mentioned his title a master 
of the world, fig. (3), while other state-
ments praised his justice, fig. (5). Such 
writings were directly related to the fun-
ction of the cup; praising Jahangir. Some-
times, they mentioned the benefits of 
drinking wine and its impact on Jahangir 
that he always maintained justice. C) 
Chronological writings These writings 
mentioned the date of manufacturing 
the cup such as 1012 H., fig. (2) and 1016 
H., fig. (3). Sometimes, they contained 
more than one date such as the date of 
manufacture and the date of the year of 
Jahangir's reign. For example, on a cup 
(fig. 5), the date of manufacture, i.e. 
1022/1023 H. and year 8 of Jahangir's reign 
were engraved. These inscriptions are 
useful in dating back the artifact, but they 
have nothing to do with its function. D) 
Names of the manufacturers Sa�ida-
ye Gilani, the head of manufacturers at 
the time of Jahangir, were engraved on 
a wine cup. He was also specialized in 
adding precious stones and jade to the 
artifacts. Thus, he might be the manufa-
cturer of the cup that was made of jade, 
fig. (5) such phrases have no relation to 
the cup's function. 

7.2. Floral ornaments 
They were engraved on the surface 

of the metal; it is the tradition of the 
decorations of the Indian Mughal metals 
[31]. On the wine cups, many floral orna-
ments, including lotus and that was one 
of the most important ornaments on 
architecture and applied arts at that time. 

It appeared as an Iranian influence. It was 
engraved in large size and was duplicated 
on the whole body, representing the main 
theme in the decoration of the cup, fig. (2). 
Arabesque was another form of floral 
ornaments. It comprised engraved deco-
rative elements half of palmette that overlap 
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in a coordinated geometrical manner. Add-
itionally, full palmettes and other types of 
flowers and fruits may emerge Arabesque 
was carried out as a background to some 
scenes on the body of the copper cup in 

addition to the tree drawings that penet-
rated the scene, fig. (3). These ornaments 
were not related to the cup's function, 
fig. (9).    

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure (9) Shows written and floral ornaments decorative in wine cups 
 

7.3. Pictorial scenes  
A hunting scene and another of the 

elephants were drawn on a cup of wine, 
fig. (3). These drawings depicted horsemen 
chasing animals on a floor of floral orna-
ments. They were known to the Indian 
Mogul arts, in general, and were depicted 
on wine cups. These scenes were impo-
rtant as they highlighted a favorite hobby 
for Jahangir that he did in his free time 
and was keen to register because it was 
part of his personal history and an attempt 
to commemorate him. Elephant scenes were 
one of the most important decorative 

elements that appeared on the applied arts 
in the Mughal Indian era. Elephants were 
closely related to India. Their depiction 
was a significant scene in the Mughal arts 
as they showed the greatness of the Imp-
erial Court. These scenes were also indire-
ctly related to the function of the cup. In 
his memoir, Jahangir claimed that he prefe-
rred drinking wine on the hunting trips. 
Because elephants were part of the hun-
ting trips, Jahangir used them in his 
own parade and they were part of the 
pictorial scene, fig. (10). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure (10) Shows pictorial scenes decorative in wine cups. 
 
8. Discussion  
8.1. Wine cups in painting and architecture 

The Mughal Indian painting derived 
its artistic elements from the Persian one. 
It achieved great progress during the 
reign Jahangir who was particularly inte-
rested in it [32]. For example, scenes of 
wine drinking scenes in the court were 
painted. Additionally, the wine was served 

with the meal and was sometimes painted 
with music. A portrait, kept at the Walters 
Art Museum, Baltimore, USA, showed 

Jahangir offering a wine cup to a young 
woman, which was a habit in the Mughal 
Indian painting. At that time, women 
appeared in drinking wine scenes with 
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men [32], fig. (11-a & b). In Jahangir's 
era, more interest was paid to portraits. 
Often, the emperor drew himself either 
alone or in his court and he was imitated 
by the noblemen. Many portrayers were 
widely publicized, including Bashandas, 
Manuhr, Abu Hassan and Jafredhan. In 
these portraits, Jahangir was depicted 
olding wine cups, fig. (11-c). In others, 
he app-eared taking the royal sitting inside 
his own balcony and holding a wine cup, 
fig. (11-d). In these portraits, wine cups 
were similar to those Styles attributed to 
Jahangir. They were small and of the same 
models. Although there were no samples 
of wine cups dating back to Jahangir's 
reign that were made of glass, a portrait 
depicted him holding a cup of transluc-
ent blue glass that seemed to be imported 
from Europe. Similar forms of wine 
cups were also depicted [33], fig. (11-e). 
Despite a large number of paintings sho-
wing Jahangir holding a wine cup, whether 
portraits or pictorial scenes, he was never 
depicted drunk as a result of the tradition 
of royal painting during the reign of 

Mughal Indian emperors; this status was 
not desirable [1], fig. (11-f). Jahangir was 
fond of wine that this passion was 
reflected on his architectural establish-
ments. For example, his palace in Agra 
in Uttar Pradesh, was decorated with 
precious stones mosaics, and with 
drinking paintings [4]. In the mausoleum 
of E'temad eldawla in Agra (1031/1622), 
a corridor was covered with marble 
fillings and decorations of grape leaves, 
flowers, vases and wine cups [34], fig. (11-
f). It might seem natural to record 
pictorial scenes of wine drinking on the 
walls of Jahangir's palace. It was a place 
where drinking parties were likely to be 
held. However, it was unnatural to draw 
wine cups on a mausoleum. Perhaps, these 
decorations were inspired by the verses 
of the Holy Qur'an that promised the 
faithful to drink wine in Paradise, espe-
cially as they were depicted with the vases 
and flowers, indicating that these cups 
had unusual symbolism and indications 
for drinking wine at the time. 
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Figure (11) Shows a. Jahangir served wine cup to the meal-Walter Mus-eum, Baltimore, USA.�Number 
Reserved:�MS.W668.fol. 40b, b. wine cup in before image, c. Jahangir hold wine cup, d.  
Jahangir set in terrace and hold wine cup, e.  a group of glasses and wine cups of glasses. 
Digby. S., (1973), a corpus of 'Mughal' Glass, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, Vol. 36, No. 1, pl.3. f. wine cup in the mausoleum of E'temad eldawla in Agra. 

 

8.2. Wine cups on coins  
The wine cup became one of Jah-

angir's personal possessions as well as 
an official feature of the ruling system. 

Therefore, Jahangir coined some coins 
on which he was depicted holding a wine 
cup [15]. This affirms their importance as 
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they were manifestations of legitimacy. 
Jahangir's paintings appeared on the golden 
and silver commemorative coins, inclu-
ding half-drawings of his portraits while 
he was holding a wine cup known as the 
"Bacchanalian Coin" [35]. On the obverse, 
Jahangir was on his balcony with his left 
hand on it, while holding a cup of wine in 
his right hand and the face was surrou-
nded by a halo. On both sides, there 
were Persian inscriptions in Nastaliq script 
of the reginal year, fig. (12-a). Another 
golden coin contained four horizontal 
lines of the name and surname of Emperor 
Jahangir and the name and surname of 
his father, Emperor Akbar. While the third 
line ended with the Hijri calendar, the 
last line contained the reginal year, i.e. 
year 7. On the obverse, the emperor was 
depicted while lifting the cup with the 
left hand to his mouth [36], fig. (12-b). 
On a third coin, a portrait of Jahangir 
seated on the throne, standing next to the 
balcony and holding a cup in his hand, 
fig. (12-c). Regarding the balcony, Jahangir 
was keen on disseminating ultimate justice 
by observing the complaints of his people. 
In his memoir, he said: "After being cro-
wned, the first thing I ordered was to 
extend the chain of justice to know, myself, 
the grievances of the oppressed." He stood 
at his balcony to be directly connected 
to people [37]. He also mentioned that: 
"I have worked since the first day I went 

down in Ahmedabad to sit after noon 
prayer at the balcony for one or two 
hours there will be no door between me 
and the people, nor a wall, nor a guard. 
Despite being tired, I've never stopped of 
doing so" [18]. He was depicted holding 
a cup of wine, which confirms that drinking 
wine was a legal ceremony. He was dep-
icted the same way on coins and paintings 
while observing the complaints of people 
holding the cup to show his sovereignty 
and prove his legitimate Judgment, fig. 
(12-d). Thus, Jahangir's wine cups tran-
scended the stage of mystical expression 
and symbolism of Sufism, but they refl-
ected the political ideology and legitimacy 
of the rulers. This caused the existence of 
cups of rulers of their personal belongi-
ngs. At the time of Jahangir, wine cups 
became a manifestation of the legitimacy 
of the ruler as well as manifestations of 
community participation of the ruler and 
the people. He liked to be surrounded by 
the symbols indicating his divine power 
and manifestations of his justice and 
control of the empire. Therefore, there were 
used as moral, social and literary propa-
ganda [38]. In these portraits, he was 
depicted holding a wine cup which clearly 
indicated his legitimacy and sovereignty 
as one of his titles was the king of the 
world. As a result, he was shown in 
portraits and on coins, overlooking people 
from a balcony and holding a wine cup. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure (12) Shows a. Jahangir hold wine cup in golden coin, www.zeno.com.No.120991, b. Jahangir set 
in balcony and hold wine cup in golden coin. www.tha iprivatehand.com, c. Jahangir set in 
balcony and hold wine cup in golden coin, Parmeshwari Lal, Coins, pls, xxvii, 286., d. 
Jahangir set in balcony and hold wine cup in painting.  

 
9. Conclusions 
Through the previous study the following points could be * Generally, drinking wine was known in 
the Mughal era as a result of the flourishing of Sufi thought. Thus, drinking wine had certain 
symbolisms with Sufism that many poets in the Persian literature tackled wine and its various 
symbolisms. * Various kinds of wine were known in India, including grape and coconut. Therefore, 
drinking wine was familiar in the courts of Baber and Jahangir. Baber drank wine on many 

a b c d 

http://www.zeno.com.No.120991,
http://www.tha
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occasions and had special cups for this purpose that was made of valuable materials such as 
gold and silver. Humayun was also a wine addict. Furthermore, Akbar was a wine addict and 
enacted special legislations in his constitution that allowed the establishment of wine shops. 
At his time, drinking wine spread among his senior statesmen. * Jahangir was alcoholic since 
childhood because of being brought up by Sheikh Salim and being overwhelmed by Sufi 
ideas. Accordingly, he had a large number of wine cups. * At the time of Jahangir, wine cups took 
various forms. For example, the bowls form that were created like a semi-circle. The basis 
was designed in a flat shape and it did not contain handles to hold the cup, but they were held 
from the body. Another model was a cup with handles that took the half bowl form, while the 
other model was a cup engraved in the form of plant leaves, e.g. poppy leaves. The third 
model was a half-pumpkin cup that was used to drink wine. It was of a small size that did nor 
exceeded 17 cm high and 35 cm wide. * Precious stones were the most commonly used materials 
in the manufacture of wine cups, especially the dark green jade. Copper was also used in this 
industry. * The decorations on these cups varied during Jahangir's era. Some of them were 
directly related to the function of the artifact, including the poems that praised drinking wine. 
Other decorations did not have a direct relationship such as hunting scenes. Dating statements or 
floral ornaments were not related to the function of the cup. * Some manuscripts of Jahangir 
depicted him holding a cup of wine, whether in portraits or scenes of wine parties. They were 
similar to the Styles dating back to him that they were small and took the same forms. Jahangir 
was not depicted drunk that it was not desirable in the royal traditions. * Paintings of wine cups 
and drinking were depicted on the buildings in Jahangir's era, including his palace in Agra, Uttar 
Pradesh and the mausoleum of E'temad eldawla in Agra. * Various paintings on coins depicted 
Jahangir holding a cup of wine. They were similar to the pictorial scenes that depicted him holding 
a cup beside the window and overlooking people to consider their affairs. * At the time of Jahangir, 
wine cups exceeded the habit of being addicted by the rulers and Sufi implications to reflect the 
political ideology and legitimacy of the rulers. This made some cups of the rulers' personal 
belongings as well as a manifestation of community participation. Jahangir was depicted holding 
wine cups as a symbol of legitimacy and sovereignty. Thus, the cup symbolized the world, while 
wine was the elixir of life. 
 
Endnotes 
(a) India known wine from antiquity and Varuni was their goddess of wine. 
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